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Ø A brief recap of our unit on epistemology thus far: 

•  Locke (& Hume) defended empiricism ���
(idea & knowledge come only from experience) ���
against nativism (we have innate ideas, pre-experience)���
& rationalism (knowledge comes only from reason) 

•  Russell explored skepticism (systematic doubt when 
evidence is inadequate) & introduced us to reliabilism 
(knowledge requires reliable sources of evidence) 

•  and Descartes’ radical skepticism led him ���
to argue in favor of rationalism. 

 

One issue we have not yet addressed is ���
how/why different people develop different beliefs. 
 

•  Philosopher/psychologist William James (1842-1910)���
a tackled this question in a book on pragmatism, ���
which analyzes philosophical issues on the basis of the ���
practical consequences of particular views on those issues. 

–  James will challenge the assumption that knowledge requires 
beliefs which correspond to an objective, universal reality, 

•  and will defend an instrumental theory of truth. 
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We’re going to explore ���
how/why different people develop different beliefs ���
to deal with a contemporary mystery: 

 

Ø  How can people at different ends of the political spectrum ���
arrive at completely opposite beliefs about the same events/issues? 

 

–  Consider how deeply opposed the views of liberals & conservatives ���
are on issues like these (see bit.ly/bluefeedredfeed): 

 

•  immigration 
•  transgender rights 
•  reproductive rights 
•  taxes for the rich 
•  the state of America today 

 

 

Ø  Sometimes it seems as if these two groups ���
don’t share the same reality at all, ���
since their beliefs don’t correspond to a common set of facts. 

•  Do one group’s beliefs reflect facts, while the others are all delusional? 
•  Or is there a way to make sense ���

of both sets of beliefs as reflecting the truth? 
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James opens his excerpt from Pragmatism: ���
A New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking ���
with an anecdote which explains the crux of pragmatism: 
 
 

•  “…with a camping party in the mountains, ���
I returned from a solitary ramble to find every one ���
engaged in a ferocious metaphysical dispute.  

–  The corpus of the dispute was ���
a squirrel…supposed to be clinging ���
to one side of a tree-trunk; ���
while over against the tree’s opposite side ���
a human being was imagined to stand.  

–  This human witness tries to get sight ���
of the squirrel by moving rapidly round the tree, ���
but no matter how fast he goes, ���
the squirrel moves as fast ���
in the opposite direction, ���
and always keeps the tree ���
between himself and the man, ���
so that never a glimpse of him is caught.”  
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“The resultant metaphysical problem now is this:  
•  Does the man go round the squirrel or not? ���

He goes round the tree, sure enough, and the squirrel is on the tree; 
but does he go round the squirrel?... 

–  “Which party is right,” I said, “depends on ���
what you practically mean by ‘going round’ the squirrel.  

•  If you mean passing from the north of him���
to the east, then to the south, then to the west, ���
and then to the north of him again, ���
obviously the man does go round him, ���
for he occupies these successive positions.  

•  But if on the contrary you mean being first ���
in front of him, then on the right of him, then behind him, 
then on his left, and finally in front again, ���
it is quite as obvious that the man fails to go round him, ���
for by the compensating movements the squirrel makes, ���
he keeps his belly turned towards the man all the time, ���
and his back turned away.  

–  Make the distinction, ���
and there is no occasion for any farther dispute. 

–  You are both right & both wrong according as you conceive 
the verb ‘to go round’ in one practical fashion or the other.” 
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The point of James’ anecdote: for many issues, there’s no single correct answer. 

Ø  Multiple beliefs about an issue can all be true, ���
according to James -- even if those viewpoints are contradictory. 

Ø This is a radical departure from philosophical tradition, ���
which upholds as a logical law that ���
two or more contradictory beliefs cannot both/all be true. 

Ø Moreover, it challenges the view that truth is objective: 
•  i.e., that reality consists of facts & states of affairs ���

entirely independent of human thought or action. 
 

 

James explains how deeply engrained our belief in a single, objective reality is: 

•  “When the first mathematical, logical, & natural…laws were discovered, ���
men were so carried away by the clearness, beauty & simplification that resulted, ���
that they believed themselves to have deciphered authentically ���
the eternal thoughts of the Almighty.” 

–  James explains that the discovery of scientific & mathematical laws ���
(like Newtonian physics, the Pythagorean theorem, etc…)���
fostered the impression that reality has a definite order & structure, 

•  suggesting that an intelligent designer created the world���
and fixed all of its facts & states of affairs as objective truth. 
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James argues that the science of his era ���
challenges the idea of an objective reality: 

•  “But as the sciences have developed farther, ���
the notion has gained ground that most, ���
perhaps all, of our laws are only approximations.” 

–  (For example, the laws of Newtonian physics ���
get things right most of the time, but they can be violated: 

•   quantum mechanics & Einstein’s theory of relativity ���
were each developed to handle cases ���
where Newton’s laws don’t apply.) 

•  “The laws themselves, moreover, have grown ���
so numerous that there is no counting them;  

•  and so many rival formulations are proposed ���
in all the branches of science that  
–  investigators have become accustomed to the notion ���

that no theory is absolutely a transcript of reality, ���
but that any one of them may from some point of view be useful. 

•  (e.g. the Bohr model of the atom vs. molecular orbital theory) 

–  Their great use is to summarize old facts and to lead to new ones.” 
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James summarizes this lesson from the scientists: 
 

Ø  “[Truth] means…that ideas…become true just in so far ���
as they help us to get into satisfactory relation ���
with other parts of our experience… 

–  Any idea upon which we can ride, so to speak;  
–  any idea that will carry us prosperously from any one part of 

our experience to any other part, linking things satisfactorily, 
working securely, simplifying, saving labor;  

•  is true for just so much, true in so far forth, ���
true instrumentally.  

–  This is the ‘instrumental’ view of truth…”   
»  which identifies true beliefs as those that are 

useful to believers, helping them navigate 
practical challenges in human lives. 

–  Contrast this with the ‘correspondence’ view of truth 
we have been assuming so far, 

»  which identifies true beliefs as those ���
which align with the facts & states of affairs ���
of an objective reality. 
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James explains that  

•  the way scientists revise old theories or develop new ones ���
in order make the most sense of what is observed ���
is analogous to what we do as individuals���
when we encounter new evidence: 

–  “The individual has a stock ���
of old opinions already, 

–  but he meets a new experience ���
that puts them to a strain.  

•  Somebody contradicts them; ���
or in a reflective moment he discovers ���
that they contradict each other;  

•  or he hears of facts ���
with which they are incompatible; ���
or desires arise in him which they cease to satisfy.  

–  The result is an inward trouble ���
to which his mind till then had been a stranger,  

–  and from which he seeks to escape ���
by modifying his previous mass of opinions.” 
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James explains that when we encounter challenges to our beliefs, ���
we resist changing our existing beliefs ���
& try to only form new beliefs that mesh with the existing ones. 
 

–  A person whose beliefs are challenged “saves as much of [his previous beliefs] 
as he can…[;] he tries to change first this opinion, and then that [one]… 

•  until at last some new idea comes up which he can graft upon ���
the ancient stock [of beliefs] with a minimum of disturbance of the latter,  

–  some idea that mediates between the stock & the new experience ���
and runs them into one another most felicitously & expediently. 

»  This new idea is then adopted as the true one.  
•  It preserves the older stock of truths with a minimum of 

modification, stretching them just enough ���
to make them admit the novelty, but conceiving that ���
in ways as familiar as the case leaves possible.” 

–  But “…an [outrageous] explanation, violating all our preconceptions, ���
would never pass for a true account of a novelty.” 

•  We can’t accept something as a new belief ���
if it contradicts all of our existing beliefs,  

–  but we can incorporate an observation into our set of beliefs���
if it is compatible with at least some of our existing beliefs.  
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•  “The most violent revolutions in an individual’s beliefs ���
leave most of his old order-standing.  
–  Time & space, cause & effect, nature & history, ���

and one’s own biography remain untouched.  

•  New truth is always a go-between, ���
a smoother-over of transitions.  
–  It marries old opinion to new fact so as ever to show ���

a minimum of jolt, a maximum of continuity. 
–  We hold a theory true just in proportion to its success ���

in solving this ‘problem of maxima & minima.’  

•  But success in solving this problem ���
is eminently a matter of approximation.  

•  We say this theory solves it on the whole ���
more satisfactorily than that theory;  

–  but that means more satisfactorily to ourselves, ���
and individuals will emphasize their points of satisfaction differently.” 

»  James is suggesting that different people will find ���
different solutions when their beliefs are challenged. 

•  This might be one mechanism by which different people 
develop different beliefs when faced with the same evidence. 11 



»  “The point I now urge you to observe particularly is ���
the part played by the older truths.  

•  …Their influence is absolutely controlling.  
•  Loyalty to them is the first principle ���

– in most cases it is the only principle;  

•  for by far the most usual way of handling 
phenomena so novel that they would make ���
for a serious rearrangement of our 
preconceptions is to ignore them altogether, ���
or to abuse those who bear witness for them…” 

 

James is saying that 

Ø the beliefs we already hold ���
determine how we respond to new evidence. 

•  We do not view new evidence impartially ���
and judge how well it represents objective truth; 

–  instead, we judge new evidence to be true to the extent that ���
it coheres with everything we already believe. 

•  Note how this contrasts with Locke’s assertion that our minds are 
like sponges, which automatically take in whatever we encounter. 
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“When old truth grows, then, by new truth’s addition, ���
it is for subjective reasons.” 
•  James is saying that we have personal motives ���

for judging some things true & other things false. 

–  He is arguing that the way people actually form beliefs ���
in real life does not at all resemble the epistemological ideal ���
of having one’s beliefs reflect objective facts & states of affairs. 

James adds that what whole communities of humans treat as “true” ���
is also true subjectively – i.e., true because it was useful for them to believe. 
 

•    “…the most ancient parts of truth…also once were plastic. ���
They also were called true for human reasons…  

–  Purely objective truth,  
•  …in whose establishment the function of…marrying ���

previous parts of experience with newer parts ���
played no role whatever,  

–  …is nowhere to be found.  
•  The reasons why we call things true is the reason why they are true,  
•  for ‘to be true’ means only to perform this marriage-function” ���

between previous beliefs & new observations. 
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So, on James’ view, truth is multiple & subjective ���
rather than singular & objective. 

•  Also, truth is malleable and specific to a ���
time & place, instead of static, eternal & universal. 

 

–  “…how plastic even the oldest truths…are ���
has been vividly shown in our day by the 
transformation of logical & mathematical ideas....  

»  The ancient formulas are reinterpreted ���
as special expressions of much wider principles, ���
principles that our ancestors never got a glimpse 
of in their present shape & formulation…” 

•  What was considered truth in the ���
16th century would certainly not ���
pass for truth in 2016. 

•  But also, what we accept as truth today 
could (and likely will) very well be 
overturned by new truths in the future. 
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James’ suggestion for why people develop entirely different beliefs ���
in response to the same evidence is that  
•  their existing beliefs & assumptions ���

determine whether or not ���
the evidence can be integrated ���
into their beliefs. 

–  Evidence that completely ���
contradicts all one’s beliefs ���
is simply rejected as bad evidence. 

–  Evidence that coheres with ���
our existing beliefs is readily ���
incorporated as a new belief. 

»  Because our beliefs are resistant to change, ���
and we only take in new beliefs that don’t unseat our old beliefs, 
•  the views of people who have different starting assumptions & beliefs���

will become more & more polarized over time. 

•  Do you agree that our beliefs are as resistant to change ���
as James suggests? 
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James explains that pragmatism approves of any ideas/beliefs ���
that help an individual to navigate the world effectively. 
 

•  “Now pragmatism…has no such materialistic bias ���
as ordinary empiricism labors under.  

–  Moreover, she has no objection whatever to the realizing ���
of abstractions, so long as you get about among particulars ���
with their aid and they actually carry you somewhere.  

–  Interested in no conclusions but those which our minds and our experiences 
work out together, she has no a priori prejudices against theology.” 

•  If theological ideas prove to have a value for concrete life, ���
they will be true, for pragmatism, in the sense of being good for so much.  

•  For how much more they are true, will depend entirely on their relations ���
to the other truths that also have to be acknowledged. . . .” 

 James is saying that according to pragmatism, it’s fine to be an 
 idealist, or to believe in abstract ideas, or to believe in things you 
 can’t prove through observations (such as the existence of God). 
»  Since pragmatism treats all of these beliefs as equally worthy, ���

it is pluralistic : 
•  it allows that different beliefs are instrumental ���

(and thereby, true) for different people. 16 



However, he emphasizes that not all beliefs are equally worthy for ���
a particular individual – one should make sure ones beliefs fit well together. 
•  “…what is better for us to believe is true ���

unless the belief incidentally clashes with some other vital benefit.” 

–  E.g., “…My belief in the Absolute, based on the good it does me, ���
must run the gauntlet of all my other beliefs.  

•  Grant that it may be true in giving me a moral holiday.” 
–  (Here he means that it can be very useful to believe in God, ���

because then we can blame our errors on God ���
instead of holding ourselves accountable for them.) 

•  “Nevertheless, as I conceive it,…it clashes with other truths of mine ���
whose benefits I hate to give up on its account.  

–  (Believing in God conflicts with other things it is useful for him to 
believe, like that being a good person will not protect you from harm.) 

–  …as I have enough trouble in life already without adding the trouble ���
of carrying these intellectual inconsistencies, ���
I personally just give up the Absolute.” 

 

•  (Notice that James is not arguing that everyone should abandon belief ���
in God – he’s just spelling out that for him, other beliefs (incompatible ���
with belief in God) are more helpful in his practical life.) 17 
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James has argued that two opposing viewpoints 
on an issue can both be true. 
•  It would seem that an implication of this 

pluralism is that the opposing viewpoints of ���
liberals & conservatives are both true. 

–  Does this seem plausible to you? 

–  If it is plausible, then won’t all ���
political conversations ultimately ���
devolve into an exchange of opinions? 

•  If you aren’t convinced that both of these 
viewpoints can be truthful in their own way, 
–  James’ story about how people come ���

to hold such different beliefs might resolve ���
the mystery of how one nation can become ���
so ideologically divided. 


